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Size of data
- We collected a total of 56 billion prices in those five years
- Towards the end of this pipeline in early 2015 on average around 100 million prices per day were written to BI
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Refactoring the pipeline: Requirements

- Scales with an arbitrary amount of data (future proof)
- reliable and resilient
- low performance impact on Java backend
- long term storage of raw input data
- fast processing of filtered and aggregated data
- Open source
- we want to log everything:
  - more prices
    - Length of stay, room type, breakfast info, room category, domain
  - with more information
    - Net & gross price, city tax, resort fee, affiliate fee, VAT
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### Data Size (price log)
- 2.6 trillion messages collected so far
- 7 billion messages/day
- 160 TB of data

### Data processing
- Camus: 30 mappers writing data in 10 minute intervals
- First aggregation/filtering stage in Hive runs in 30 minutes with 5 days of CPU time spent
- Impala Queries across >100 GB of result tables usually done within a few seconds
Present data pipeline 2016 – results after one and a half years in production

- Very reliable, barely any downtime or service interruptions of the system
- Java team is very happy – less load on their system
- BI team is very happy – more data, more resources to process it
- CMC team is very happy
  - Faster results
  - Better quality of results due to more data
  - More detailed results
  - => Shorter research phase, more and better stories
  - => Less requests & workload for BI
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Status quo
- Our entire BI business logic runs on and through the kafka – hadoop pipeline
- Almost all departments rely on data, insights and metrics delivered by hadoop
- Most of the company could not do their job without hadoop data
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- **Kafka**
  - Stream processing
  - Kafka Streams
  - Streaming SQL

- **Kafka Connect** or **Gobblin**

- **Oozie**

- **Impala**
- **Kylin / Hbase**

- **Spark**

- **R**
- shiny
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Bad parts
- HUE (the standard GUI)
- Write oozie workflows and coordinators in xml, not through the Hue interface
- Monitoring impala
- Still some hard to find bugs in Hive & Impala
- Memory leaks with Impala & Hue: Failed queries are not always closed properly
Thank you!
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Resources

- Gobblin: https://github.com/linkedin/gobblin
- Impala connector for dplyr: https://github.com/piersharding/dplyrimpaladb
- Hive on Spark: https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/Hive%3A+Getting+Started
- Parquet: https://parquet.apache.org/documentation/latest/
- ProtoBuf: https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

Thanks to Jan Filipiak for his brainpower behind most projects, giving me the opportunity to present them.